
Call for Papers
Call for Abstracts closes Friday 10th June 2022 at 5pm. Please send your abstract to:

SP Conference Management, sue@spconferences.co.nz

Hilton Hotel | Auckland | 17 - 20 August 2022

2022 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
NEW ZEALAND DERMATOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Steve Lamb and Karen Agnew welcome you to 
attend the NZDSI in Auckland August 17 – 20.

New Zealand has now opened to international travellers, so we 
are expecting our keynote speakers to attend in person. If general 
speakers require to attend virtually then this can be arranged.

Submission of Abstracts
Abstracts should comprise the following elements, with each beginning a 
new paragraph:

Title: The abstract title should be in bold initial capital/lower case, not all 
capitals. The abstract title should be no more than 20 words and written in 
font Arial 10pt.

Authors: Authors’ names should be supplied in the surname-last format and 
should be in initial capital/lower case, not all capitals, with the presenting 
author underlined. Institutional affiliations should be indicated with superscript 
numbers following the author name. Authors are required to include at the 
top of their submitted abstract their status (eg NZ Dermatologist/NZ Registrar) 
and declare any specific conflict of interest.

Affiliation: All affiliations should contain institution, city and country.

Abstract text: Maximum length of abstract text is 250 words. Sub-headings 
e.g. Introduction, Method, Results, etc. may be included if required.

References: Preferably no references. Abbreviations should be used only 
for common terms. For uncommon terms, the abbreviation should be given 
in brackets after the first full use of the word. Tables, diagrams and graphs 
CANNOT be accepted in the abstract submission. This is due to the limitations 
of the computer software program.

Abstracts should be informative: They therefore need to contain data. 
Statements such as ‘results will be discussed’ should be avoided. Poor 
abstracts will not be published. This is solely at the discretion of the Abstract 
Editor - there are no appeals. To ensure consistency in formatting, all abstracts 
are to be submitted in Microsoft Word.

Suitable abstracts will be published in the Australasian Journal of Dermatology. 
Abstracts must comply with the requirements to be published. 

Time allocation required: A time allocation may be requested but this cannot 
be guaranteed and is at the discretion of the Organising Committee.

Abstract example:
John Smith is a NZ medical registrar. Frederick Bloggs is an imaginary Australian 
dermatologist.
The authors declare no conflict of interest.

The best abstract ever written for the New Zealand Dermatological 
Society’s meeting
Authors: John Smith1, Frederick  Bloggs1,2

1 City Hospital Board, City, New Zealand
2 City University, City, New Zealand

Introduction: This is the introduction for background, aims of the study. It is 
not essential to use these headings for a case history or general review of a 
topic.

Methods: Here is the methods section. Please avoid using abbreviations.
Results: Here are the results including statistics. Don’t forget to use Arial 10.
Discussion: Here we explain why our paper is important and expand the word 
count to exactly 250 words not including the title or authors or institutions. We 
don’t include references, tables or figures.



2022 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
NEW ZEALAND DERMATOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Keynote Speaker

Prof Chris Bunker MA MD FRCP AGM
Consultant Dermatologist, University College and Chelsea & Westminster Hospitals, London

Professor of Dermatology, University College and Imperial College, London, UK
 
Chris Bunker was educated at St Catharine’s College Cambridge and Westminster Medical School, London.  He 
trained in general medicine in Oxford and London and in Dermatology in London with Gerald Levene and 
Pauline Dowd.  He has 30 years’ experience as a Consultant.  He has trained approximately 150 other Consultants 
and taught thousands of medical students.   His interests include male genital dermatoses, complex medical 
and inpatient Dermatology, melanoma, and HIV Dermatology.  He has published ~400 items (h-index 43) and 
according to Google Scholar is the sixth most cited British Dermatologist.  Amongst several honours he is most 
proud of two: the Cambridge University Sir Walter Langdon-Brown prize for his MD thesis (1990) and the Sir 
Archibald Gray Medal by the British Association of Dermatologists (2019) - its ultimate accolade for outstanding 
lifetime contributions to Dermatology.
 
Prof. Bunker is a Past-President of the British Association of Dermatologists (2012-14) and currently the Secretary 
of the British Skin Foundation (2015-).


